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Abstract

Detecting bots is becoming increasingly challenging
with the sophistication of current bot technology. Most
research has focused on identifying infected host ma-
chines but is unable to identify the specific bot processes
on the host. This research analyzes active bot processes
with emphasis on a newly identified vector of detection
based on DNS activities occurring throughout the bot
life cycle with a primary focus on the early stage of the
cycle (i.e., when bots first join a botnet). Specifically,
we propose criteria for detecting bot processes based
on their reaction-to-DNS-response behavior (RD behav-
ior). Our experimental results confirm that the newly
identified vector of detection can, in most cases, accu-
rately identify bot processes during the early stage in
their life cycle and can improve detection results of cur-
rent commercial bot detection software.

1 Introduction

Bots have emerged as one of the premiere tools for
malicious activities in the cyberspace because they can
generate high profits for malware authors and deployers.
A bot can be defined as a malware which infects host
machines and in a stealthy manner joins a centralized
or peer-to-peer (P2P) botnet. These bots establish com-
munication channels to receive instructions from a bot
master. Most published botnet research focuses on the
network layer so as to investigate botnet characteristics
and structures. There is much less research on analyzing
bots from the host perspective, let alone focusing on the
specific bot process running on a host machine.

This research adds to host-based behavior analysis

of botnets with a focus on a bot process’s DNS ac-
tivity (DNS and Reverse DNS(rDNS) queries). More
specifically, it focuses on the process’s reaction-to-DNS-
response behavior (RD behavior) occurring in the initial
join phase during the early stages of a bot process’s life
cycle. We stress that our detection approach of RD be-
havior can be implemented at any point in a bot’s life
cycle, we choose to focus on the early stage attempting
to prevent damage and distribution in the host machine
and network. During the initial join phase, bots may fre-
quently use DNS activity to assist in locating their Com-
mand & Control (C&C) servers or other peers. We orga-
nize different paths of RD behavior that can occur in the
join phase as a directed tree, classifying expected versus
anomalous, and thereby suspicious, RD behavior. We
analyzed five currently active centralized and P2P bots,
benign network applications and non-bot malware. Dur-
ing analysis, we identified suspicious RD behavior. We
compared our analysis of two commercial bot detectors
and combined the results to improve detection accuracy.
The contributions of this research are:

• Identify a novel vector of suspicious process be-
havior based on the process’s reaction-to-DNS-
response (RD behavior). We further represent sus-
picious behavior via paths on a directed tree of
DNS activity combined with RD behavior.

• Enhance host-based detection methods with a new
vector of detection, namely suspicious RD behav-
ior. We target bot processes rather than just bot ma-
chines.

• We show that this suspicious behavior often occurs
in the early stages of bot execution, thus detection
at this point in time can prevent the bot from exe-
cuting received commands.



The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents related work, Section 3 describes anomalous
RD behaviors and paths, Section 4 describes our experi-
mentation with data collection, results, analysis and lim-
itations, Section 5 gives our conclusions and future work
and Section 6 is acknowledgments.

2 Related Work

Analysis research employs different techniques to
illustrate botnet size and scope and to estimate the
number of bots in a given botnet, network structures,
types of communication channels and stealth methods
[3, 7, 9, 1, 11]. Detection research has successfully de-
tected botnet presence mostly using captured network
layer data [4, 5, 2, 9, 8]. Using IP addresses, server
names, spatial-temporal correlations and sequences of
events, these techniques not just identify the botnet but
also its members, servers, periods of peak activity and
possible location of bot masters. Host-based research
[14] has been successful in tracing the execution cycle
of known bot samples and their usage of tainted network
data in system calls. Our research is complementary
to the aforementioned related work either in approach
(network-end vs. host-end) or in detection granularity
(bot machines vs. bot processes). As such, these various
techniques should be integrated into a single compre-
hensive solution framework.

3 RD Behavior

A bot process’s life cycle starts with a successful host
infection. After successful infection, the bot attempts to
join a botnet. We call this the initial join phase. Af-
ter a successful join, the bot starts receiving and execut-
ing commands. Since bots obtain instructions from peer
bots or a central server, the bot cannot participate in bot-
net activities until it joins an active bot network. The
join phase can be expressed in three general steps:

1. Obtain IP addresses of peer bots or a central server.

2. Attempt connecting to obtained IP addresses.

3. Join the botnet and obtain instructions.

A bot can attempt to join a botnet several times
throughout its life cycle. The steps of the initial join
phase can be generalized to represent any join attempt
throughout the bot’s life cycle. DNS activity mostly
occurs in step one. The reaction-to-DNS-response be-
havior mostly occurs in step two. IP addresses and/or
domain names are either hardwired or dynamically gen-
erated by bots. These internally obtained addresses and

names are used by bots to acquire active peer bots or
central server IP addresses. Within this acquisition pe-
riod DNS activity plays a critical role in one of three
forms: First, DNS query of internally obtained domain
names harvest a set of possibly active IP addresses.
Second, successful rDNS query may convince the bot
that the IP address is active and can return new domain
names for future DNS queries harvesting more active IP
addresses. Third, a bot may conduct a DNS query on
an internally obtained domain and, if successful, con-
duct a rDNS query on the returned IP address(es). The
third approach gives the strongest confidence level of an
active IP address assuming both queries are successful.

We define a process’s reaction-to-DNS-response be-
havior (abbreviated as RD behavior) as the sequence of
events a process executes in reaction to the returned re-
sults of a requested DNS or Reverse DNS query. An
event is the series of program statements executed to ac-
complish one specific task such as a TCP SYN for ini-
tial connection attempt or ACK for successful connec-
tion. When a process performs a DNS or rDNS request
we classify the process’s RD behavior to be expected
or anomalous. Expected RD behavior is defined by two
criteria:

1. An IP address that fails to resolve to a domain name
in a rDNS query is not used in any connection at-
tempt.

2. The returned IP address of a successful DNS query
or the IP address used in a successful rDNS query
is used in a successful connection attempt.

Based on these two criteria we define anomalous RD be-
havior as:

3. An IP address that fails to resolve in a rDNS query
is used in a successful or failed connection attempt.

4. The returned IP address of a successful DNS query
or the IP address used in a successful rDNS query
is used in a unsuccessful connection attempt.

We equate anomalous to suspicious RD behavior
(SRDB) which mostly occurs in bot (and some non-bot
malware) processes but not in benign processes. Any
process exhibiting SRDB is considered suspicious of be-
ing malware (bot or non-bot).

We represent the RD behavior with the directed tree
shown in figure 1 based on the RD behavior rules 1 - 4
and steps 1 and 2 of the join phase. Step 3 of the join
phase is excluded based on an assumption that the se-
quence of events needed to accomplish this step will oc-
cur only after a successful connection with a peer bot or
command center. We consider both successful and failed



Figure 1. RD Behavior Tree: P2, P4, P5 and P6 are suspicious paths

TCP connection attempts associated with currently run-
ning processes on a host machine. We equate a success-
ful connection with the completion of a TCP handshake
[15] and a failed connection as a non-completed TCP
handshake. We characterize a failed handshake as: an
initial synchronization SYN sent to a remote host one
or more times with no response or an initial SYN sent
to a remote host is responded with an acknowledgment
ACK and connection reset RST. We do not analyze fur-
ther TCP activity beyond the handshake.

The tree is composed of paths, each representing a se-
quence of events that include a DNS activity and the pro-
cess’s reaction to the returned response. Paths P1 - P6 is
the set of possible process RD behaviors. The paths rep-
resent expected behavior (single line circles) and SRDB
(double line circles) that a process can follow. Paths P1

and P3 incorporate expected RD behavior rules 1 and 2,
paths P2, P4, P5 and P6 are assumed SRDB due to their
incorporation of the anomalous RD behavior rules 3 and
4. The tree does not consider paths with a failed DNS
query since this response does not provide IP addresses
usable in connection attempts. The SRDB paths that can
be used to detect bot processes are defined as follows:

Path P2. A failure to connect to an IP address obtained
from a successful DNS query.

Path P4. A failure to connect to an IP address used in a
successful rDNS query.

Path P5. A successful connection to an IP address used
in a failed rDNS query.

Path P6. A failure to connect with an IP address used in
a failed rDNS query.

4 Experimentation

We present our analysis of active bot, benign and
non-bot malware processes along with their manifesta-
tion of SRDB. Also presented is the evaluation of two
commercially available host-based behavior bot detec-
tors: Trend Micro RuBotted [17] and Norton
Anti-Bot [13].

Data collection. Three test sets were analyzed:
bots, non-bots, and benign.1 The bots and their
characteristics are listed in table 1. The non-bots:
Netsky.D, Bredolab.A, Ursnif.C, Brontok.Q
and Lovgate.X are a collection of malware sam-
ples circulating in the wild from January to May of
2009 [16, 10] with capabilities of Worms, backdoors,
and Trojan downloaders. The benign set consisted
of: BitTorrent, avp, CuteFTP, LimeWire, and
Skype. We executed each sample on a VMWare Work-
station virtual machine running Windows XP SP2 with
no updates and no Antivirus. We collected network traf-
fic using Windows Network Monitor [12] for a one hour
collection period.



Bot Purpose C&C C&C Uses Stealth
Architecture protocol Encryption Mechanism

Bobax.O Spamming Centralized UDP/TCP port 447 Yes Dynamic DNS
Ozdok.A Spamming Centralized HTTP port 80, port 443 Yes
Waledac.A Spamming P2P P2P HTTP port 80 Yes Fast-flux & Double fast- flux
Wopla.AB Spamming Centralized TCP port 8080 Yes
Virut.A Malware distribution Centralized IRC No

Table 1. Characteristics of Bots in Test Set

DNS rDNS DNS
&rDNS

Bot
Ozdok 0 0 1
Bobax 0 0 2
Wopla 0 4 1
Waledac 0 40 2
Virut 0 2 0
Non-Bot
Malware
Netsky 1 1 11
Bredolab 0 1 0
Lovgate 0 0 1
Brontok 1 0 2
Ursnif 0 1 0
Benign
BitTorrent 1 0 0
avp 1 0 0
cuteftp32 8 0 0
LimeWire 0 0 0
Skype 1 0 0

Table 2. Number of distinct IP addresses
used in DNS and rDNS queries

4.1 Results and Analysis

DNS Activity. The number of distinct IP addresses in-
volved in a DNS activity and a connection attempt (both
successful and failed) by our test set is shown in table
2. The first column is our test set. The second col-
umn (DNS) is the total IP addresses acquired solely by
a DNS query. The third column (rDNS) is total IPs
used solely in a rDNS query. The last column (DNS
& rDNS) is total IPs acquired through a DNS query and
used in a rDNS query. The benign samples only used
DNS queries to acquire IP addresses. The table shows
our malware samples (bots and non-bots) used frequent
rDNS queries alone or combined with DNS. In our re-
sults, several identified SRDB behaviors resulted from

1Malware Identified with VirusTotal [18].

malware samples using DNS&rDNS combination where
the DNS query acquires an IP address later used in an
rDNS query; this led to several instances of SRDB P4 -
P6.

Suspicious RD behavior. The number of instances of
SRDB paths for each sample is shown in table 3. The
values represent the total number of distinct IP addresses
used with the specific SRDB path. For example, the
bot Waledac has a value of 9 for path P5 indicating
Waledac used 9 distinct IP addresses that failed an
rDNS query and also failed to establish a connection.
None of the benign processes followed paths P4, P5, and
P6 implying these processes follow expected behavior
rule 1 of ignoring IP addresses associated with a failed
DNS activity. BitTorrent and Cuteftp32 has one
instance each of P2.

P2 P4 P5 P6

Bot
Ozdok 0 0 0 1
Bobax 2 1 0 1
Wopla 0 0 0 1
Waledac 0 25 9 7
Virut 0 0 0 1
Non-Bot
Malware
Netsky 12 10 2 0
Bredolab 0 1 0 0
Lovgate 1 0 1 0
Brontok 0 0 0 1
Ursnif 0 0 1 0
Benign
BitTorrent 1 0 0 0
avp 0 0 0 0
cuteftp32 1 0 0 0
LimeWire 0 0 0 0
Skype 0 0 0 0

Table 3. Test Results: number of distinct
IP addresses with the respective identified
suspicious RD behavior paths

BitTorrent issued a DNS query for



tracker.torrentbox.com and failed to con-
nect possibly due to the server being down given
that several SYN packets were sent with no response.
Cuteftp, on the other hand, was tested purposefully
against inactive ftp servers. We could consider these
cases as false positives, but pruning P2 from table 3
eliminates the two false positives while not producing
any false negatives. P2 is the only path dealing with
successful DNS queries, thus we consider P2 to be an
anomalous but not suspicious RD behavior and exclude
it from further evaluations.

In comparison with benign samples, the results of mal-
ware samples, bots and non-bots, differs significantly.
All of these samples had at least one IP address in an
SRDB path. This leads us to the conclusion that SRDB
could be used to detect other types of malware beyond
bots. The collection period was one hour but all the
needed information occurred within the first 7 minutes
of each malware’s (bot and non-bot) life cycle indicat-
ing SRDB can be detected at a very early stage.

Amongst the bot samples, P6 was dominant; each bot
had at least one instance of it. The most interesting
bot was Waledac, with the highest count of SRDB
paths totaling 41. rDNS queries was used for all IPs
except one. The IP address 220.66.255.89 used in
one instance of P6 was returned from a DNS query of
besthandycap.com. This bot is P2P and known to
have around 30 hardwired IP addresses of peers [19].
It also uses fast-flux [6, 11] domains hosted on peers
to keep them connected. In our analysis it attempted to
connect to these peers but with low success rate, explain-
ing P4 to be 25. On the other hand, the IPs were used in
rDNS queries to get domains that might lead to discov-
ery of new peers. The results suggest fast-fluxing can
produce significant SRDB.

Commercial bot detectors. The detection accuracy
test of the host-based behavior bot detectors Trend
Micro RuBotted [17] and Norton Anti-Bot
[13] along with our SRDB results and enhanced evalua-
tions are summarized in table 4 with X = not detected,

√

= detected. The first column is the test set, the next two
columns show the detection results of the two commer-
cial bot detectors and the fourth one shows if the sample
exhibited SRDB or not. In the last two columns we com-
bine the results of SRDB with each detector in a logical
OR (∨) operation.

Table 4 shows that SRDB yielded higher detection ac-
curacy for bots and non-bot malware than the two bot
detectors with no false negatives and no false positives.
This supports our initial claim that SRDB only occurs in
malware and especially in bots, but it does not occur in
benign processes. This makes SRDB a critical feature to

consider in any behavioral anti-bot or anti-malware so-
lution. Rubotted and Anti-Bot combined with our
results yielded perfect results. This indicates the addi-
tion of our detection vector to other bot detection solu-
tions can generate a more robust approach with greatly
improved detection accuracy.

Impact of results. Our results indicate benign pro-
cesses tend to mostly follow expected RD behavior, bots
(and non-bot malware) follow expected RD behavior
and SRDB. The presence of SRDB in the non-bot mal-
ware samples is encouraging, showing the detection ap-
plicability of this vector to malware categories beyond
bots. IP addresses of failed rDNS queries were ignored
by the benign samples but often used by the bot and non-
bot malware samples. We conclude the most highly oc-
curring SRDB are failed connection attempts associated
with successful rDNS queries, path P4, and all connec-
tion attempts with IP addresses associated with failed
rDNS queries, paths P5 and P6.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This research analyzed a process’s expected and sus-
picious reactions-to-DNS-response (RD behavior) be-
tween bot, non-bot malware and benign processes. Bots
may frequently depend on DNS activity to initially join
a botnet though expected behavior may not always be
followed. Combining suspicious RD behavior analysis
with two commercial bot detectors improved detection
accuracy. We conclude the most highly suspicious pro-
cess RD behavior are failed connection attempts linked
to successful reverse DNS queries and all connection at-
tempts using IP addresses associated with failed reverse
DNS queries. Future work includes evaluating various
samples belonging to the same bot family, developing a
formal definition of RD behavior and combined evalu-
ation with several other host-based solutions to further
increase bot process detection accuracy.
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